
Regulation 
the ability to recognize and manage one’s emotions. Regulation skills build positive self-control, 
positive self-discipline, and impulse control.  
 

Middle School Lesson Plan 

Grade  6-8 

Lesson Title Regulation 

Well Being Competency 3B.Student recognizes life stressors and has strategies to manage 
them. "I can recognize situations that made me feel stressed and 
take appropriate steps to change them."  
 
CASEL Standard: Self-Management 

Lesson Overview Students will explore strategies to use when they recognize stress 
has triggered their emotions.  

Objective Students will be able to give examples of strategies to use when 
emotions have been triggered.  
 
Students Will Be able to recognize emotional stress responses. 
 
Students have developed own Headliner statement and write it on 
their cards 

Materials Google Slides 
Headliner card template 

Instruction Google Slides 
Hook: (Slides 1-5) Show the short video clip.Think Before You 
Act-For the Birds  
Engagement 
 Ask the students: "What do you think happened in the video clip?" 
"How did the birds show they were not really thinking before they 
made their choices?" 
 Developed by Dr.Brandie Oliver (2018) 55 "What happens when we 
don't think before we act?"  
 
 
(Slides 6-7) 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1DrW3pw0L7wWYAH_sUdcjXxjepNzCh6-89ssg421hsno/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1DrW3pw0L7wWYAH_sUdcjXxjepNzCh6-89ssg421hsno/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LI92DLRdKYE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LI92DLRdKYE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LI92DLRdKYE


*Teach lesson in Circle Format **Lesson makes assumption 
students have basic brain knowledge (about amygdala response-if 
need information about amygdala please visit Understanding My 
Teen Brain Lessons: Understanding My Teen Brain; or please visit 
the Educational Neuroscience Toolkit  
1. Review Circle Agreement  
2. Ask students to think about one stressor in their life that give them 
some worry or concern. [give them 30-60 seconds to think] 
 3. Tell them you are going to go around the circle and invite each 
student to share -remind of the Circle Agreement-a person can pass, 
but it is the group's hope that all will participate-just as the group 
expects we all will listen to each other, be respectful, and ask 
questions if need clarification. 
 4· Begin the Sequential Go-Around (as the facilitator- you may want 
to begin the sharing to model).  
 
(Slides 8-10) 
5. Remind students how their worries sometimes trigger the 
amygdala response [emotional brain]-when the amygdala takes over 
our ability to think rationally-the prefrontal cortex [thinking brain] 
goes offline' and the amygdala is in the driver's seat. 
6. So instead, we need to get in practice of being quicker at 
recognizing when our amygdala is triggered and activated so we can 
engage our prefrontal cortex quicker-we need to get our "headliner" 
in the game as quickly as possible. [Basically, we are helping 
students think about when a worry or concern can evoke emotions 
that inhibit our ability to stay in a thinking state-to think rationally.]  
 
(11-12) 
7· Distribute the Headliners handout.  
8. Review the steps again regarding when emotions get triggered, it 
can be easy for the amygdala to take over instead of engaging the 
prefrontal cortex.The intent of this activity is to have "goto" phrases 
that are automatic so we can quickly grab them -just like Headliners 
in a paper-and use/apply them.  

 
 
 

 
Closure (wrap up) 
9. Give students time (either individually or students can work in 



 

small groups)to work on developing their own Headliner. Developed 
byDr.Brandie Oliver (2018) s6  
 
10. Have students write their one liner on the card template that was 
provided. They can keep it in their locker, in their pocket, or with a 
trusted adult. On particularly rough days, they can pull it out and use 
it.  
 

 

A-Covid-ations   This is in the form of a Pear Deck to be used with Zoom or other 
video platforms to make the experience interactive. 

Virtual Accommodation  This is in the form of a Pear Deck to be used with Zoom or other 
video platforms to make the experience interactive. 

Alternative Activities  Going Deeper- IF TIME PERMITS 
Nonviolent Communication 
(Slide 25) NVC is a way for us to see and understand why specific 
situations bring negative emotions and learn how to solve problems. 

(Slide 26) Observation: Define the situation that created negative 
emotions. Make sure to be specific and not make judgement 
statements about the situation. 
 Ex. “When you picked up my pencil without asking”  
         “When I received a 62% on a test” 
 
(Slide 27) Emotion: Connect an emotion to situation. 
List of Feelings 
 
(Slide 28) Need/Value: Needs/ Value List 

Negative emotions occur because we are not meeting a need/value 
Positive Emotions occur because we are meeting a need/value 

This is the “Why”. “Why is this important to me? Why do I feel this way? 
 

(Slide 29) Request: Most important part.  
What do you want to happen? Be specific with your request. This is a 
request, not a demand. We are asking them to choose to do what is 
right.  

 

https://baynvc.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Feelings-Emotions_Page_1.jpg
https://www.cnvc.org/sites/default/files/2018-10/CNVC-needs-inventory.pdf

